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SUMMARY

This report briefly describes  salient results obtamed during

commissioning Or the stagnation pressure control system of the N.P.L.

15 in x IO in (38.1 cm x 25.4 cm) blowdown wind tunnel. The very

different problems of low and high Mach number operation sre examined,

and the representation of the various flow processes in a manner

suitable for an snalogue  computer is discussed.

*Replaces NPL Aero Report 1215 - A.R.C.28 527.
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Symbols

'b

CS

h

k,

M

Mb

Ms

m-7

Pneumatic capacitance cf air storage tanks (= ab/ap,)

Pneumatic capacitance of settling chamber (= aM+Pc)

Heat lost by air to settling chamber walls  per unit  temperature
difference
D.C. gau cf controller

Mach no.

Mass of air stored in storage tanks

Mass of air stored m settling chamber

Mass flow through control valve

mt Mass flow through nozzle

P b

PC

Storage pressure

Stagnatmn  pressure UI settling chamber

Pv

R

TO

Au pressure inmetiately  upstream of control valves

Gas ocnstant

Bulk stagnation temperature (mass-averaged temperature
of air m settling chamber)

TV

CT

vs

Air temperature immediately upstream of control valves

Temperature of settling chamber wall

Volume of settling chamber

Y Ratio of specific heats for air

PO

e
~-

Suffices

-BKikJ;6.&nation  densityz- ;:.-i
Control- valve opening

. a -

f -
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1. Introduction

The control system for a supersonx~  blowdown  wind tunnel has to
perform two dlstlnct  (in some ways conflicting)  functions. It must:-

4 speedily attain the desired  test contitlons  so as to mlnimlse
loss of run tune (and reduce the udensity  of starting loads imposed
on models in the test section).

b) malntati  these conditions as accurately as possible for the
duration  of the test, avodlng  both excessive  errors and excessive
rates of change of error.

Since  the conditions  in the working-section  are uniquely  related to
the conditions  in the settling-chamber and respond to changes in the latter
with negligible lag (transit  times being normally of the order of a few
milliseconds),  the control function reduces to control of settling-chamber
c0ndit10ns. This note is concerned primarily with control of stagnation
pressure. The Inlet  air to the tunnel 1s heated m a pebble-bed storage
heater. The relationship between Inlet  air temperature and test-section
stagnation temperature 1s complex1, but It will be shown that good
stagnation-pressure control implles  a small rate of change of the bulk
temperature of the air in the settling-chamber once the lnltxl pressure
trsnslents  have ceased.

2. The control system of the N.P.L. 15 in x 10 in tunnel

2.1 Background

The control system of the N.P.L. 15 111  x IO in (38.1 cm x
25.4 cm) tunnel IS shown in schematic form as Fig 1. This tunnel
draws air from 38,000 ft3 (10761~3)  of compressed-air storage at a
maxunum  pressure of 365 psia (2.52 b!N/m2)  and exhausts either to
a 36,000 ft3 (1020m3)  vacuum sphere or to atmosphere*. For the
purposes of this  note it may be taken that during  operation at
test sectIon  Mach numbers (M) of 2 or 3 the tunnel 1s discharged
to atmosphere so that the run time 1s limited by the oompressed-
air storage capacity. Conversely at M = 5 or M = 7 the
tunnel is dxcharged  to the vacuum sphere, whose capacity  is then
the factor limiting  the run time.

The maxuum stagnation pressure in the settling chamber is
225 psia(l.55 wm2).

The tunnel 1s of farrly  conventional design but two features
are worth note in this context. Firstly, the madmum steady
mass-flow rate through the nozzle 1s 250 times the mmuoum;  and,
secondly, the settling chamber is large in comparison to normal
practice for M = 5 and Y = 7 operation. Both features are
consequences of the wide Mach number and Reynolds number ranges
of this tunnel. The mass flow range arises  duectly  from the
combination of wide Mach number and Reynolds number ranges.
The settlmg-chamber size resulted indirectly  from the wide Mach
number range because conservative  design  criteria  were adopted to

* These capacltles  will shortly be augmented to @,000ft3  (1,365m')  and
72,000 ft3 (2,040 m') of compressed air and vacuum storage respectively.
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ensure low turbulence levels in M = 2 operation. On balance, this
advantage has been outweighed by the disadvantages of the large
settling-chamber volume during  operation at M = 7 . These
disadvantages arise in stagnatIon  pressure control and from free

I convection rf the settling-chamber 13 notpre-heated (as 1s currently
the case with the 15 in x 10 in tunnel). Following other recent
experience, it should be possible  to eliminate free convection by
straightforward modif'ications  to the system. However, in the present
context, the settling-chamber size has merely served to throw into
sharper focus the normal problems of blowdown tunnel control. Two
dlatlnct  set of problems may be distinguished. These are:-

(i) At low Mach numbers (M = 2 or M = 3) the stagnation
pressure responds very rapidly to changes XI control-valve
setting. On the other hand, the storage air pressure falls
rapidly during  the run. The control system must continuously
increase the opening of the control valve to maintain a
constant mass flow rate, and hence a constant stagnation
pressure.

(Ii) At higher Mach numbers (M = 5 or Y = 7 s&y)  the mass
flow rates through the nozzle are much smaller 30 that any
volume between control vslve  and nozzle throat results in
sluggish response of stagnation pressure to changes in control
valve  opening. However, the low mass flows normally imply
that the storage pressure remains effectively  constant
throughout the run.

2.2 The control loop

The control system currently used (Fig (1)) consists of an
assemblage of oommercially available units. This applies. to the
control valves in the azr lines to the tunnel aa well as to the
‘systems that control the settings of these valves. One butterfly
valve is located in each of three pipe-lines in parallel through
which air can be admitted to the settling-chamber. These lines
are of 12 in (30.5 cm), 5 in (12.7 om), and @ in (6;35  CD)
diameter. An appropriate size may thus be seleoted  for the flow
rates required for any test. The leak  rate (nass  flow at zero valve
opening) through these valves is approximately $ to 1% of the
maximum (fully open) flow rate for the same upstream and downstream
pressures., A good overlap between the maas flow ranges available
with indivdual  valves is obtained by the valve sizes adopted, and
the required sensitivity in control is provide& over the entire
tunnel mass-flow range. Each butterfly vslve  is preceded by a
parallel slide gate valve. The gate valves fulfil the rapid
on-off and the sealing  functions, and permit of pre-setting control
valves before the run, if so desired. Important additional
advantages accrue from this divorce of the on-off and the control
functions, and their allocation to separate valves. Firstly,
commercially available valves are readily obtainable complete  with
actuators and other ancillaries; notably the diffloulties  of
obtaining absolutely reliable  edge or face seals for butterfly
valves suitable for use at 365 psia (2.52 wm2) and 350°C are
avoided. Secondly, the safety interlocks are separated from
the stagnation-pressure control loop. The oontrol  loop Includes
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only the butterfly valves, while  safety xnterlocks  are provided
in the electrxsl  feeds to the gate valve actuators. The latter
can thus remain  invIolate  and are unaffected by any modifications
to the control loop. Safety 1s materially lmproved  in this way.

Stagnation pressure is sensed by a diff'erentlsl transducer
(backed off by a trapped volume  reference pressure) with s. range
of 0 to 25 psi (0 to 0.17 MN/d). The electrxal  signal from this
transducer 1s compared with a set-point signal in a conventlord
process controller whose output is related to the rnput  by the
usual integral, proportlonal,  and differential  actdons. To avoid
transmission lags this eleotrxd  command signal is carried to the
me&ate  vicmity of the control valves where It is converted to
a pneumatic  signal which operates pdot  valves whloh  in turn control
the posxtlon  of the actuator of one of the three butterfly control
vslves. The signal levels are noted on the dlagram  together with
the approxunate  - 3dB  frequencies of the transfer functions of each
unit. The controller is normally used in the proportional  mode
only. Rate action has been found to be of little  effect.while
integral actlon  results in a slow drift  of valve opening  prior
to a run (whxh is xCtiated  by opening a quick-acting gate
valve)  glvlng  a large unpredictable difference between set point
and the stagnatIon  pressure at the end of the lnltlal  transient.

Outline of operating experience  at low Mach numbers

3.1 Open loop gain and. the effect of falling  storage pressure

The problems of loa-Mach  number operation  are essentially  ones
of obtaining enough open-loop gain to reduce the stagnation pressure
error to acceptable levels whiLe  avoding instability. The
slgnlflcsnce  of the control system open-loop gain  1s) of course,
bound up with the "steady state" error.

The proportional aotlon  of the controller means that under
steady state (a.~.) or low frequency conditions the valve opening
1s linearly  related to the dlrference  between demanded (set point)
and actual stagnatIon  pressures. This difference can be regarded
as the "steady state" error and it must be present in order to
produce the velve  opening required for any given stagnation pressure.
However, the higher the open-loop gain the smaller is the error
needed to produce a given change in valve openmg. The error
cm, of course, be set to zero for one particular valve opemng
during each run - byhe "manual reset facilities" 111  the controller
which adJust  the controller output for zero error input. Nevertheless,
since the valve opening  has to increase continuously during a run
at low Mach numbers (to allow for changes in storage pressure) the
steady-state error has to be allowed to increase continuously  and
will only be zero at one instant. But the rate of change ~111
std.1 depend on the open-loop gain; the higher  the gain the
smaller will be the rate of change of stagnation pressure.

The fall in storage pressure also reacts on the open-loop
gal*  itself. In considering  this it may first be noted that
the rate of fall of pressure is normally sufficiently small that
the high  frequency response of elements in the control loop can be
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neglected. Hence, apart from the starting  transient, the run
can be consIdered  as a succession of virtually  steady  state
conditions. The steady state error, whose dependence upon
the open-loop gain  was outlined above, thus constitutes the
total error. A useful analysis  of the uncontrolled blowdown
tunnel3  has brought out this point with regard to lag time due
to finite  settlmg-chamber  volume. Storage pressure affects
the open-loop gain through the static gain of the control valve
(mass-flow change per unit  change in valve opening) which,  as
poxnted out by others2 falls as the storage pressure falls.
Thus, the open-loop gain  tends to fall throughout the run giving
rise to an increasing rate of change of stagnation pressure.

Various instdlations  (e.
f'

those atB.A.C.,  Warton,  England
ana N.L.R., Amsterdam, Holland have mcorporated  means for
modulatxng the open-loop gain  by a subsidiary  control system
which IS used so as to keep the open loop gain invariant  during
8 run. These methoas  often necessitate an expensive  special
valve. An alternative approach has been to use an adaptive
ContrOl  system2 m which the inoreasing  error is detected and
excessive error increases controller gain (and hence open-loop
gain) in a stepwise  fashion. Both methods demand non-standard
elements XI the control loop.

However, in the 15 in x IO in tunnel it has not been found
necessary to Incorporate such sophisticated devices. Sufficiently
high controller gains can be used to avoid excessive  errors
without giving  rise to instabilities in the initial (high  storage
pressure - high loop gain) part of the run. This is attrlbuted
to two factors which ~111  be discussed in turn m the next two
sections.

3.2 Control valve characterlstlcs

The mass flow per unit open area through the butterfly valves
has been found to be sensibly constant for given upstream contitlons.
It has also been found to be proportional to the pressure upstream
of the valve for pressure ratios  of upstream pressure to downstream
(stagnation) pressures of as low as 1.5 to 1. These points are
well brought out in Figs 2 and 3. In Fig 2 the stagnation-pressure/
storage-pressure relation traced out during a number of uncontrolled
(constant valve  opening) runs is shown. The proportionality of these
qusntitles  can be seen; and their ratio is plotted as a function of
;yy opening in Fig 3. Comparison between this curve and the

00s 0) dependence of v%lve open area on valve opening confirms
that the valve  is, in fact, aoting like a variable  area choked
orifice plat.3, except atrlow,values  of pressure ratlo.

Exoeptmg low pressure ratios it ~111 be seen that a(Po/p,)/ae
(which is proportional to the'-valve statx  gain under these condition:
increases with decreasing p&&e ratio. Lower pressure ratios
correspond t6‘con&tions.&vards  the end of a run so that the valve
non-linearities'dnd  to compensate for the effect of lower storage
pressure on the open loop gain.

* with constant discharge coefficient
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The results presented 111  Figs 2 and 3 are the most convenient
and accurate form of this type of data that can be obtaIned  during
normal use of the tunnel. However, In usmg  only one valve a
unique  relatlonship,Is  unplied.,  for a given Mach number, between
valve opening and pressure ratlo  across the valve. The dependence
of flow rate per unit open area Per unit  upstream pressure on
pressure ratlo  thus tends to obscure the effects of variation  of
flow rate with valve opening  at constant pressure ratio. However,
the analogy with an orifice  plate suggests that for Po/pv  < 0.528
flow rate is independent  of pressure ratio. It 1s reasonable,
therefore, to infer that the (1 - cos e) dependence of flow rate
(and hence pO) on valve opening (8) closely exhlblted  for
0 < pa/p d 0.528 reflects the true dependence of flow rate on
valve opexing  and that the levelllng  out M the curves of Fig 3
at high  values of P"/Pv represents the effect of pressure ratlo.
Confirmatzon  of this view  can be obtalned  from observation  of the
effects of using the 5 m valve as a "trd'  control. With the 12 m
va~.ve set fully open (0 = 60') , opening  the 5 in valve to 30' results
in a I.% increment of stagnatlon  pressure. Further opening  of the
5 in valve to 60' gives  an addItIona  3.59  Increase  in stagnation
pressure (M = 3, constantpv).

3.3 Automatic control in a trim mode

Further, the control system is 111  fact normally used to control
the setting of the 5 111  butterfly valve while the 12 in valve
opening  remains fixed at some preset value chosen so as to pass the
requred flow rate at the start of the run. During  a low Mach
number run, flow is fxst  established by opening the gate valve in
series  with the 12 in butterfly valve. When the deslred  stagnatIon
pressure has been attained in this way, the gate valve in series  with
the 5 in butterfly valve IS opened to bring the automatic control
into play. The control system then gradually opens up the 5 in
butterfly valve  so as to maintain a constant stagnation Pressure in
the face of a falling storage pressure.

The advantage of this system lies  in the fact that It prevents
any large error sIgna being sensed by the control system at any
time when movement of the valve under automatic  control has an
effect on the mass flow rate znto the settling-chamber. If the
main (12 in) valve were controlled directly,  the control system would
see the full desxed stagnation-pressure as an error signal at the start
of the run. With the open-loop gain necessarily high, the system
would be marginally  stable and hence lightly damped. The initial
overshoot and subsequent oscdlation  of stagnation  pressure would
take long to tie out. The amplitude of the initial  overshoot is
of course determined by the dsmplng  of the system and by the error
signal  seen by the controller at the time the control loop 1s
closed (i.e. by opening  the gate valve to make the butterfly valve
effective, thus establishing a relationship  between flow rate and
butterfly vslve  opening). Both these condltlons  are unfavourable
m the case cf a single valve passing the total mass-flow. Thus
well before actual instability  would be reached with increasIng
controller gain, the practxd lunit  to the use of a single valve
1s reached when the lnltlal  transients  occupy the whole tunnel run-
time. This condition was demonstrated on the tunnel and.  hence
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confn-med  the advantages of using the control system m the trim
mode described  above. In this , open-loop gaxxs  right up to onset
of instablllty can be used. Although transients are only lightly
damped the system ~s,operated  in such a way that no large perturbations
are imposed upon it. The control loop 1s closed at a time when
the error in stagnation pressure is small - ideally zero. Thus
only true dynamx xxtabxllty  imposes a limit  on useable  open-loop
gain. Indeed the system can become unstable at the end of a run
due to the non-linear valve characteristics noted ear-i&.
Ideally, instabiLity  should occur just when the valve reaches
the full  range of its normal travel (60' open).

The penalty for such simplicity is, of course, that the 5 in
valve cannot produce as much total area change as the 12 m valve.
While its deflclency  of area change per unit valve opening is
easily compensated for by increasing controller gain to keep the
open-loop gain high, such artifice cannot increase the maximum
mass-flow that can be passed by the valve for a given storage
pressure. Thus, during a run, the 5 m valve can reach the
fully open position. control is then lost, and the experiment
has to be terminated. In practice progress of the experiment
IS merely halted; the 5 in line gate valve is closed, the 12 in
butterfly valve reset, the 5 in line reopened and the experiment
recommenced. The whole process takes about IO sets. A 40 to
!50  sec. tunnel run 1s accomplished wlthout resetting  the 12 m
valve and two resettlngs  only are needed for the maximum (air
storage capacity limited) run of approx.  1.50 sets.

A typloal  stagnatIon  pressure history  at M = 3 is given
as Fig 4 together with a hlstogrsm  showing the run-to-run varlatlons
111  rate of change of stagnation pressure.

4. Operating experience at high Mach numbers

At higher Maoh numbers (M = 5 and M = 7) it is found that the primary
problem 1s the sluggish  response of the stagnation pressure to changes m
valve opening. Changes in stagnation pressure (P O) correspond to changesin
stored mass (MS) and even if the change in p. is small this represents
the mass flow mt integrated over a considerable time. In fact tests such
as those shown in Figs6 and. 7, where constant valve openings were  held.
throughout, show that under these condltlons  the stagnation pressure rises
in a quasi-exponential fashion with a rise time (to l/e of final  valve)
which may exceed the whole run time (typically  30 to 90 sets). The whole
run is taken up with the starting trensxent..

Clearly the problem is again one of getting a reasonably good open-loop
gam, this  time passing air through the-5 -in  valve (occasionally the 2$ xn
valve) only. The opening of the valve must initially  be at .s maximum to
fill the settmg-chamber quickly with air so .as to improve the rise time.
At the right moment, the valve must slmost  close so as to maintain
mV = mt and thus keep the stagnation pressure constant at the desxed value.
The sucoess  that has bee'n attained may be Judged from a comparison of
Fig 7 with Fig 8 which shows a typical stagnation-pressure history for
M = 7 operation under automatic control.
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The valve  non-linearitles  discussed earlxr  seem to have little  bearing
on this  problem which is instead dominated by two other non-llnearltles.
These are:-

(i) there is a maximum mass-flow that can be passed by the valve
for any given storage pressure. Control cannot be achieved unless
the leak rate through the valve is less than the flow rate through
the nozzle at the desired test conditions. This requirement imposes
a limit  on the maxmum size of valve that can be used. Thu, xn
turn, implies a certarn  msxmum mass flow through the valve (m,)
(when the valve is in its fully open posltzon).

(id negative (reverse) flows are not possible, as pv > p. the
flow must be towards the tunnel (Indeed  it oan only be reduced to
the lx of the leak rate).

The frost  condition imposes a llmlt  on the improvement III  rise time
to be obtaIned  from an automatic control system. The second means that
severe penalties are paid for any overshoot of stagnation pressure. Thus
of stagnation pressure overshoots the desired value the valve terminates
the flow into the settling-chamber; the net outflow is then equal to the
flow rate down the nozzle. As has been noted earlier, this 1s so small
as to take a long tune to accomplish  any slgnlfxant  change z.n  stagnation
pressure. Whilst rzse  times can be improved by lnoreaslng  the in-flow
there is no way in the conventional tunnel of increasing the outflow beyond
its "naturaL"  value .

The long time required for the decay of any overshoot of stagnation
pressure means that at high Mach numbers the optimum controller gain  IS
no longer the maxunum  that can be obtained without inducing dynamw  stability.
Very high controller gains result in fast average rates of rise of stagnation
pressure at the start of a run but the narrow proportional band consequent
upon high controller gains results 1x1 the valve staying fully open until
the stagnation  pressure has risen almost exactly to the desired level. The
command from the controller, to close the valve in order to maintain  a
constant stagnation pressure, is thus left till too late. The inevitable
lags (due to response times of controller and valve actuator, valve inertia
etc.) result in late closure of the valve and hence large stagnation pressure
overshoot.

On the other hand, too low a controller gain results in premature closure
of the valve before the stagnation pressure has risen suffxiently. The
final approach to the desired stagnation pressure is thus made too slowly.

An optimum controller gain found by experience for Id = 7 operation 1s
that which gives full scale valve opening for a 22.5 psi (0.155 hW/m2)  change
2.n  stagnation pressure (d.c. conditions).

Not a great deal of attention need be given to the problem of malntalnlng
a steady stagnation pressure once it IS achieved under these conditions.
The very sluggishness of its response means that small differences between
flow rates into  and out c$ the settlzng  chamber do not give rise to trouble-
some rates of change of stagnation pressure.
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5. Use of an analogue computer - (and a simple  representatun  of settling-
chamber processes)

The "feel" for the basx elements of the problem was developed using
the tunnel XI conJunction  with a small analogue computer. This made it
possible  to repeat simulated runs quckly  and at repeatable values of Pv .
Nexther 1s possible on the tunnel itself because it shares Its compresses  air
storage with other intermittent  tunnels. All the elements of the control
loop shown in Fig 1 are easily  represented by conventional  linear  analogue-
computing  elements with the exception  of the control valves and the settling-
chamber. The control valve 9ass-flow/valve-opening characterlstxs  were
approximated  by II+,  = k, Pv 8 which could be easily generated by two
analogue multlpllers. The good correspondence between this formula and
the true relationshlp  is shown in Fig 9 where pof , which is proportional  to
mv (mv =mt when aPo/at  = 0), is shown as a function of 0 for two values
of
e >

Pv at M = 5 . Non-lmear,  blase&&ode  elements were used to llmlt
as noted above, between 0 613 s 60'.

The settling-chamber  poses more difficult problems. The capacity  of
the settling-chamber to store mass, and the outflow of this mass through
the nozzle, 1s broadly analogous to an electrical  reslstance/capacltance
system m a simple  RC low-pa s network and leads naturally to the expressions
for characterlstio  time of t!

"/kt
f= --a- (where kt =

ktXTo
amVap,  ) .

Other workers(2,4) hwe suggested that the correct value for the pneu-
matic capacitance  Cs 1s -Ye- VS

to isothermal  conditions.
YRT,

and not --- ;RT the latter correspondug
They have argued ?hat small changes in Pressure

~111  be accomplished in an adisbatx  fashion and have proceeded to use the
lsentropio  relatlonship  ('O/p,Y  ) = constant. However, even m the
adlabatx  case, the process will not be lsentropx  sxxe the lncomlng  air
~111  mut with the air already present in the settlmg-chamber  nhlch may
well be at a different  temperature. This mixing  creates entropy. The
present authors believe that the assumption of uothermal  condltlons  1s the
correct procedure on two grounds:-

(1) Any heat transfer from fluid to walls sill  cause the situation
to move towards the isothermal rather than the adlabatlc  case.

(ii) In the case of small pressure changes, the thermal capacity
of the air initially present in the settling-chamber will enable it to
absorb any excess energy due to the incoming air being at .s higher
temperature. The fact that changes in p,,  are small results in
isentropy  only when the changes are vanishingly small. and then the
process will be isothermal  as well as isentropic.

The present authors also maintain that this simple representation
of the settling-ohamber as a simple linear "low-pass filter" can be used
for pressure changes of many times  the initial level (including the whole
stagnation pressure history  of 8 typical run). To do this  the temperature
at which C, is evaluated must be that corresponding to the higher
pressure level.

The moat severe test of such s. proposition is provide&  by a step
change in flow rate through the valve. This effectively occurs et the
start of a run at constant valve opening or at the end of any run.
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Fig 10 shows the decdy of stagnation  pressure after flow into the
settlmg-chamber  was termlnated  to end a M = 5 run. The near -
exyonentxl  decay can be clearly seen and the good  agreement between
results from tunnel and.  analogue computer 1s apparent.

This is, as just mentIoned,  the most severe test that can be devised
for the propositlon. The stagnation temperature falls during  the decay
of stagnation pressure and this 1s reflected in the lncrsasing  rate of
decay at lower pressure (long elapse time). However, the apparently
large disparity  at (PO,Pof ) a 0.8 corresponds, 322  fact, to a difference
between analogue computer and wind tunnel of approx  1 atm in a fall of
approx IO atm 111  pressure.

Better results are obtained in andysing  the start of a run (Fig (11)).
Here, under more favourable  cxcumstances,  the agreement is excellent.
This latter case is the one of most practical interest.

The long time constants, of course, preclude the use of an actual
RC filter but an active system with the same transfer function is easdy
constructed in the usual way.

To examme  the reasons for this result, ;nd to add further confxmatlon,
a simple digital computer programme was written. This performs numerically
the integrations necessary to solve the complete set of exact equations
describing nozzle mass-flow rate, and the conservation  of mass and energy.
This calculation can include  heat transfer to the settling-chamber walls.
It is, however, non-exact in that it does not represent the true conditions
of extensive free conveotion  effects under such conditions but rather wes
a bulk-average stagnatIon  temperature.

Fig 11 compares analogue computer, digital  computer, and measured
stagnation pressure histories  for a run at M = 7 with a constant valve
opening*. Figs 12a and 12b show digital  computer results for typical
values of settling chamber volume and Mach number. The response to step
changes m flow rate for Wferent initial pressures and different heat-
transfer rates are shown. As postulated earlier, the variations in
temperature are much less than the wide excursions implied by the isentropx
relatlonships  and vxtually  steady temperatures seem to be reached much
more quickly  than steady pressures.

A good example of the application of the andogue  computer IS
Illustrated in Fig 8b. This shows the time between first  maxmum and
first  minimum of stagnation pressure during initial transients  of M = 5
operations. The marked dependence of this time, an important  contribution
to the total time needed to a&in  steady conditions, on the extent of the
ln~tul stagnation  pressure overshoot is clearly shown. Also evident is
the good correlation between analogue computer and wind tunnel results.
The analogue computer runs shown here were, in fact, performed before
attempting use of automatic control at high Mach numbers. The under-
standing thus gained reduced considerably the number of tunnel runs needed
to find good controller settings.

____-__-____-----------------___-_____-__-___-______-______

* The digital computer result includes estimated heat transfer effects.
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6. COllClUSlOIlS

(I) Control problems have been found to fall sharply Into
two categories.

(a) At low Mach numbers the stagnation pressure responds
quickly to changes in valve opening  but the storage a.v
pressure falls rapdly and the control system must
Continuously  adjust valve opening  to maintain a constant
stagnation pressure. The highest stable open loop gain
1s the best and use of the automatically controlied  valve
in a "trim mode" has been found to be a useful expedient.

(b) At hxgh  Mach numbers the problem 1s one of getting
the stagnation pressure onto the desired valve qudcly
despite its very sluggish response to valve opening.
An interme&ate  open loop gain  was found to be optimum.

(xi) The mass flow/stagnation pressure transfer function of the
settling-chamber could be represented as a simple time lag (low
pass RC filter) Over the whole range of stagnation pressure provided
that the pneumatic capacitance was evaluated for isothermal conditions
at an appropriate bulk air temperature (equal to the inlet a~
temperature for adiabatic conditions).

(iii) The simple classical approach to calculation of response,
stability, etc. through the use of linear differential equations
to model the system was inadequate. Non-linearities due to the
finite  limits  of valve travel and the non-lmear  valve angle/open
area relationship are important.

(?v) A simple  anslogue  computer proved to be an invaluable aid to
understanding the essential features of the problems.
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AWENJXX

This append-ix sets out a number of relations pertinent to the
disoussion of the mainbody of the paper. These are intended to supplement
the main descriptive apprdach  and to illustrate the approximations used in
setting up the simple analogue  computer.

(a) Basic Equations

1. Flow through the control valve

mv = kvG'.pv. f'(e).f"(Tvi).f"'(pv/po) if gate valve is open

m = 0v if gate valve is shut

kv* includes effect of valve size and discharge coefficient.

For a butterfly valve k *.f(e) is proportionalto  k *.(I-cos  e)t
or to a close approximation throughV  the working range (0 d 0 6 v6~")

kv*f'(e)  = kv.81

For all but the lowest pressure ratios

f”’  (PJPo)  = 1

f(T,)
As upstream temperature is normally constant throughout each run

can be combined with $

Taken together thsse approximations give

my
= Kv.pv.e=

2. Flow through nozzle throat

As sonic conditions exist at the throat for the vast majority of a run

m+, = kt*.pof”(To)

Ifitis assumed that conditions in the settling chamber may be taken
as isothermal  (assuming a proper choice of To) then this temperature may be
combined with the effects of the throat  area in the constant kt giving

mt = $.p,

3. Mass of air in the settling chamber

M = po.vs

e po.Ys/R.To

or for isothermal conditions

M = Cs.Po

Where Cs the pneumatic cspacitanoe  (= dM/dp,)  = V,/R.T,
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[Note that if it is erroneously assumed that the isentropic relation .

PO = C.pY, held tme, then the pneumatio capacitance CM be evaluated by
considering a small change dpo in stagnation pressure resulting in e. small change
ad in mass storea

aaa/aa = dpdpo  = aPdYPo

so that C
S

= dM/dpo  = M/VP0 = VS/R.To.y.

This is, however, an inoorreot  sssumpticm]

There is, of course, no fundamental difficulty in accounting for a
variable  stagnation temperature (To) through the use of the conservation of
energy principle but the solution of these more complex equations is best done
numerically.

To do this kt*, $*, and Cs* are defined in the SUDS ways as

kt, Kv, Cs but for To = 273.2"K. Then following the usual theories far
flow through an orifice

% = k*tpo ToII
m

mv= k&b  (1 - 00s  9)
J
y

* 273.2M=Cs.p,.-
To

The corresponding energy  equations are:-

It = ymtToCv

Iv = vmv TV  C,

I store = CV.M.To

to which must be added the heat transferred to the settlFng  chamber
walls (temp. T~I)

I 10s 9 = h (To - T,)

Conservation of energy requires that

cvM (3) = yCv EvTv - mtTo]  - h(T,  - T,)

Near the end of the run m, = mr and 2% = 0at
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so that:-

Ycv "T [TV - ToI = h(T 0 - T,)

Thus
To

= TOf = (Ycv W ‘lb + hTd

(h + YC, mv)

This equilibrium temperature is approached quickly, as noted in the
main body of the text, so that the earlier, simple,
give satisfactory accuracy

"isothermal" equations normally
, provided that the ooeffioients kt and Cs are

evsluated at this "finel"  value of stagnation temperature
Tof

(To = Tof) *
can be computed frcm  the above equation if the heat transfer factor h is

kllOWl.& Unless h is extremely large, as is the case for the NPL 15 in. x 10 in.
tunne2 at M = 7, then TOf may be taken as equal to TV with little error
since the response time of the settling ohamber  varies only slowly  tith  To .

(b) Basic Control Characteristios

In this section the simplest forms of the basic equations are used to
derive the fundamental features of the control problem as discussed in the main
body of the text.

1 . Low Mach number operation

Conservation of mass requires that

axm -m =V t TX

Le., kv pv 0; - kt P, = Cs %

During low Mach number operation 2 is small after the initial

transient has decayed so that

kv  pv  0; = ktpo
and, RS all quantities are ohanging slowly, terms in i!E!adt in the feedback
loop transfer funotion may be ne$eoted  so that the action of the controller may
be written as:-

8V = A + B (P, - P,)

i.e., k, p, [A + D (pod - PO)]=  = ktpo
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so k, P, Aa + kv P, Ba(p #Q + Po)(PQ  - P,) + 2kv P, -(pod  - P,) = kt P,

and if- (PO&  - Po) = &o << Po

$,,PvA'+2kvpvBa&o.  P,+~vP,~AP, = ktpo

Thus small errors are achieved only by the use of high controller gains
(B) and correct choice of offsetA. It may also be seen that as the run proceeds
and P, falls the error grows rapidly unless B is large.

Similar considerations apply toflow through two control valves in
parallel.

2. High Mach number operation

The most important consideration in high Mach number operation is the
long response time of the stagnation pressure to changes in control valve opening.

Consider a step change in valve opening from ev = 0 to ev = Bvf

Conservation of msss  gives

C, +f = k, p, 0s - kt P,

which may be solved to give

PO = pof(i - e-t/T)

where kvppof = kT v 0,;

Thus, the settling chamber acts like a simple low pass filter with a
transfer gain (ap,  /am? of l/kt and a characteristic time T = Cs/kt  .

3. Hfgh fremencv  characteristics of controller in feedback loop

The discussions in Section 1 and 2 above have neglected the high
frequency response of the controller. However, it must not be thought that
this is unimportant. The high frequency response of the controller/valve actuatar/
control valve combination determines the stability of the Complete system and
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hence the maximum useable  gain (B) and. the error Ap . It also directly
influences the amplitude of the first overshoot in stagnation pressure during
the initial trazxient  of a high Mach number xun and, as shown in the main bocty
of the text, largely determines the minimum time required to attain a stable
stagnatLom pressure.

EM
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